
Total cases

17.6 m 

COUNTRY OVERVIEW

INDIA'S COVID
CALAMITY
- the world's most 'unreached' nation faces
an unprecedented health crisis

COMPLACENCY
Mass gatherings - millions

converged for the Hindu Kumbh

Mela festival; political rallies

were held in West Bengal; Holi

celebrations

Social distancing and other

measures relaxed since March

State healthcare poorly

funded (just 1.28% of GDP)

Many proposed health

infrastructure projects not

completed - oxygen depleted

World's largest producer of

vaccines - mostly exported
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1.34 billion 

(a sixth of the world's population) 

80.5%  Hindu

(14.2% Muslim, 2.3% Christian) 

320 million 
live below national poverty line

constitutional republic 
(world's biggest democracy)

COVID NUMBERS*

+323K

(*as of 27 April 2021)

Total recovered

14.6 m 
+252K

Total deaths

198K 
+2,771

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

India has not only
defeated COVID

but it has also built
adequate

infrastructure to
handle it.

[PM Modi speaking at the
World Economic Forum on

28 January 2021]

Source: John Hopkins University data, 22 April, via BBC News

Number of daily COVID cases and deaths

SHORTAGES MUTATIONS

MAP: Total COVID cases by Indian state

Source: Indian Ministry of Health and Welfare - 24 April, via BBC News

UK variant and B1617 - 'double

mutation' - possibly more

infections

Insufficient data to draw firm

conclusions

https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/india/#people-and-society
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https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-56875805
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/26/mutations-politics-vaccines-the-factors-behind-indias-covid-crisis

INDIA'S 'UNREACHED' PEOPLE GROUPS

https://joshuaproject.net/countries/in

People groups

unreached

2,445 

Population

unreached

1.31b

% Christian

adherent *

2-6%

Evangelical Annual

Growth Rate

3.9%
(Global Rate = 2.6%)

90% 95.6%

*From latest India census
data. Other reputable sources

suggest two to three times
this many Christians in India.

(Joshua Project)

LABOURERS NEEDED
India's central and northern states, where the bulk of India's population reside, have very

little Christian presence.

Persecution of Christians has been steadily intensifying in recent years, and shows
no signs of abating. Pray for our brothers and sisters in India to endure in the midst

of this increasing pressure.
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https://operationworld.org/locations/india/


